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1. At the Heart of the Matter 

 

The purpose of the meeting is to gather all leaders in team to find vision for further organization 

across global offices while we are in the middle of two 3-year projects, global process view and 

follow-the-sun.  

     

In one day workshop, I expect leaders to map out future regional structure and start conversation 

about possible position of Shenzhen office among global offices.  

 

In this day, I am their partners, I need to stay neutral, no comment with their findings, make team feel 

safe to explore all possibilities.  

 

2. Clarifying Intent 

 

- Build safe and comfortable space for leaders to talk about concerns, worries 

- Help leaders to explore different possibilities on organization future 

- Identify new position of Shenzhen office among different possibilities 

 

3. Invitation  

I invite all leaders in team in Shenzhen offices 

Invitation letter contains purpose, intention 

 

4. Setting Context 

In the opening of workshop, I explain why I set up this workshop in the middle of projects. 

Importance of leadership group to the future transition 

Importance of each individual to me for their career path in this group  

 

5. Creating the Container 

I believe leaders are able to map out the future, with safe environment; they could give feedback and 

challenge each other’s thinking to explore more ideas 

Start with role play, I would like to build a safe space for people to openly talk their concerns, worries, 

like downsizing team, fire people. 

 

6. Hearing All the Voices 

At the beginning, I invite team to set ground rules by themselves for whole day workshop. And ask 

for feedback during workshop 



7. Essential Conversation 

Everyone feels respected, valued 

All ideas are valued, no judgement on idea quality and no competition 

Everyone could learn from each other 

Together we could go far and fast 

  

8. Creation 

Through group work, map out future and identify values from this future and also define possible 

changes it could bring  

 

9. Committed to Action 

Leaders go back to map out impacts from changes and identify challenges  

Prepare for next workshop for common challenges 


